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Abstract. It is shown that for a quantum lattice system associated with a Hamiltonian
with a kinetic part and a potential sufficiently decreasing in the particle number, the time
evolution can be described, under certain assumptions, by automorphisms of a suitable
algebra.
1. Introduction

It has been shown by Robinson [1] that the time evolution induced
by the following quantum lattice system Hamiltonian:
with

XcΛ

£ ||Φ(A )||exp(|A |-l)< + oo

(1.1)

X3θ

where \X\ is the number of sites in the region X, can be described by
an automorphism of the quasi-local algebra associated with the lattice
system.
Attempts to generalize this result to a wider class of potentials have
been made afterwards. Ruskai [2] has shown that for a certain class of
potentials, the time evolution is at least an automorphism of an algebra
larger than the observables' algebra. The case of continuous systems
is not yet clear. Ruelle [3] has proven the existence of the infinite volume
Green functions for low density quantum gas.
Our purpose is to consider a lattice system described by a Hamiltonian not verifying (1.1) and to show that the time evolution is an automorphism of the weak closure of the observables' algebra in the G.N.S.
representation generated by an equilibrium state at low density.
In Section 2 we combine the technique of [4] and [5] in order to
show the existence of the reduced density matrices (R.D.M.) at infinite
volume using Ginibre's method based on the Kirkwood-Salzburg
integral equations.
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In Section 3 we consider the expectation values of the time evolved
local elements, and we find bounds for these quantities. On the basis of
these inequalities we show the existence of the infinite volume limit of
some expectation values.
In Section 4 inequalities of Section 3 will there be used in the proof
of the main theorem which essentially asserts that, for small enough
values of the activity and the inverse of temperature, the time evolution
is regular enough to be naturally described through an algebra which is
smaller than the algebra used in Ref. [2] and which has been already
suggested in Ref. [6].
The straightforward but tedious estimates leading to the results
of Sections 2 and 3 are developed in two Appendices.
2. Infinite Volume R.D.M.
Let Zv be a v-dimensional cubic lattice. Suppose that to each x e Zv
is associated a system of two operators αx, a* such that:
axax -f- a* ax = 1 ,

axay - ay ax = 0 (x φ y) .

(2.1)

We consider a system in a finite region A C Zv and assume the Hamiltonian
of the system to be :
HΛ = Σ

x,y<=Λ

K(x-y)a+xay + ^ J(X)a

*Φ>
α+(X)=ΓK>

Where*

+

(X)a(X).

(2.2)

XcΛ

xeX

a-(Y)=l\ay
yeY

and the potentials K(x — y), J(X) satisfy the following condition:
||J||= £ |.φO|<+oo,
OeX

||K||= £ \K(x)\<+co.
xΦO

Let ξ>Λ be the Hubert space of the vacuum representation of 2.1.
We define tyi(Λ) = $(ξ>Λ), i.e. the algebra of bounded operators on ξ>Λ.
&= y ^(A) is a normed algebra that will be called the local algebra.
V

ΛCZ

Its completion 51 will be called the quasi-local algebra.
51 endowed with the natural definition of the involution, will be
a C*-algebra. It is easy to verify the following properties:
i) 91(^)321(^12) if A^A2 (Isotony).
ii) $1^) commutes with 21 (Λ 2 ) if AΐnA2 = φ.
iii) a translation x e Z v can be represented by an automorphism
τx of Zv, such that :
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The finite volume R.D.M. are defined by:

Using the techniques of [4] one can show that the infinite volume
limit of the R.D.M. exists:

(In the sense that A eventually contains any bounded region.) Furthermore
the R.D.M. satisfy the following inequality for all A.
\ρA(X< 7)| £ const. ξWδlx{M

(2.4)

where ξ is a real number that can be made as small as desired by choosing
β and z small enough. See Appendix I.
The numbers ρΛ(X, Y) define a state ρΛ over the algebra Sl(Λ) through
the formula:
and its linear extension to $l(A). Similarly ρ(X, Y) define a state ρ over
Φ through
and its linear extension. Finally ρ can be extended by continuity to
the whole of $ί. In the following we shall often write ρΛ(A)v/ith AeW:
this symbol makes sense if it is used when A e 5ί(/l) with Ac A by the
isotony property.
3. Inequalities and Expectation Values of Evolving Operators
Let ρ be the infinite volume R.D.M., A, B, C, the following local
elements :

where X, Y, Xl9X^X2, X2 are bounded regions.
Define the following function on the finite sets X contained in Z v :

and put:

[β, A]n = [B, [5, A]n -1] ,

with

[β, A]° = A.
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On the basis of inequality (2.4), we are able to prove the following:
Proposition 3.1. // m, n are integers, v = \\J\\ + \\K\\, and if the above
notation is used, the following inequalities hold:
AΊ" Γ\\ < (Ί £-l\\Xι\ + \X2\

h

/ιj c i ^ j z ς

)

-- \—/ ft + 1

1 —8e 2 £

2

for ξ<—-:
M(Xl)M(X}

For the proof see the Appendix II.
Proposition 3.2. If ξ <

-τ- the following limit exists:
64 e*

lim ρ(B[HΛ,A]nC)Vn

(3.1)

Λ-* oo

/μrί/zermore:
lim

lim ρίCH^^BlMCH^Cr)

(3<2)

Λί-+e0Λ2-*«>

m

- lim ρίC/f^, Bγ A[_HΛ, C] ) V n, m .
/1-* oo

Proof. The existence of limit 3.1 and the equality (3.2), is implicitly
proved in the Appendix II, for which the inequality (2.4) is of crucial
importance.
On the basis of the preceding two propositions and the following
expansion:

the next proposition follows:
Proposition 3.3. // ί0 — —

,ξ<

lim ρ ( A B f C )

exists for

0
16v + 8e"ς

we

lim

lim

( B y l M C 2 = lim

^~

64e

|ί|<ί 0
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|ί|<t 0 ,
we have:

|t'|,
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|Π<t'o,

lim ρ(BA?Q = lim

ρΛ(BAfC)

Remark 1. The above limits exist also for complex ί, ί', £", verifying
the appropriate inequalities, and define analytic functions on the
corresponding values.
Remark 2. It does not seem easy to prove the existence of the above
limits in the norm topology sense and, actually, the limits above may
well fail to exist in such a stronger sense.
4. Existence of the Time Automorphism
On the basis of the preceding section we are able to show the
following:
Theorem 4.1. Let 2ί be the observables* algebra and ρ the state on 91
induced by the R.D.M. Let (§, π, Ω) be the G.N,S. triple generated by ρ and
π(9t)~ the weak closure of π(9ϊ).
We have, for sufficiently high values of temperature and small values
of activity:
i) on π(9I)~ is defined a one parameter group of automorphisms:

ii) on local elements such automorphisms are given by:
lim (ψ, π(Af) Φ) = (Ψ, <χt(A) Φ } Ψ , Φ £ ξ > .

Λ~+ 00

iii) there is a self -adjoint operator that generates αr
Proof, Fixed A e 2I(Λ0)» A D Λ0 and fixed B, C e 91, |ί| < ί0 it follows
from proposition (3.2) that the following limit exists:
lim (π(B)Ω,π(A?)π(O)Ω)=

Λ-+ oo

lim ρ(B*A?O).

Λ-* <x>

This limit induces a sesquilinear form <Φ, ψy densely defined on π(9l) Ω.
Furthermore, in consequence of ||π(^)|| ^ \\A\\, this form is bounded:

and by density, the limit
lim

Λ-* co

(Ψ9π(A?)Φ)
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exists for each Ψ, Φe§. Therefore the extension of the form <Φ, ψy
to § x ξ> induces a bounded operator ut(A) defined by

(Ψ,ut(A)Φ) = lim

(ψ,π(Af)Φ)

Λ-* oo

with AeW Ψ, Φeί). α f (;4)eπ(?l)~ by construction. On the basis of
proposition (3.3) we have:
(Ω, π(B) α f π(Q Ω) - lim ρΛBΛtfQ ,

(4.1)

yl -> oo

1

(Ω,&,(A)π(B) &,.(€) Ω) = limρ^βq ) .
-•

(4.2)

The operator defined by (\t\ < ί0)
is isometric because, using 4.2

Furthermore the above operator is densely defined. So it can be extended
to an operator Ut on § and therefore : Ut (7* = /. Furthermore Ut is
unitary because (4.1) (B, C, A, e 9ί) implies:
- lim ρΛ(B*A?) = lim
Λ

A

, π(A) Ω) = (0_fπ(B) Ω, π(A) Ω)
which implies l/* = C/_ ί , hence I=U_tU*t=U*Ut. By (4.1) and (4.2)
and for |ί|, \t'\ < ί'0, |ί -f t'\ < tQ
Ω, UtUt,π(A) Ω) - (O*π(B) Ω, C/ r π(yl) Ω)
= limί
/ι

Thus UtUt, = Ut +t,.
For all ί let be ί = ^ ί ί? |ί f | < ί0 we define Ut = Y[ Ut. One can verify
i

i

that Ut does not depend on the time decomposition choosen. The mapping :
is a representation of the translation group implemented by unitary
operators. The mapping:
where

<x,t(A)=UtAU~l ,
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is a representation of 1R1 by automorphisms of the Von Neumann algebra
π(9ϊ)~. (4.1) and (4.2) imply αf is an extension of α f :
(One can easily verify that the automorphism A-^UfAU'1 is weakly
continuous so VtAU~l e π(8l)~ if A e π(2l)")
, Utπ(A) U
/I

= lim e^BMί1 C) = (π(B) Ω, δ,(X) π(C) Ω)
yl

Finally by the analyticity (for |ί| < ί0) of the functions:

(see Remark 1 at the end of Section 3) Ut is strongly continuous at the
origin and thus there exists a self-adjoint operator Hρ such that:

Remark 1. We observe that the proof of theorem 4.1, is not very
satisfactory since we have essentially used the inequality:

64 e
while it would be more satisfactory to have a proof based on:

which is expected to hold for the equilibrium states at all densities and
temperatures.
Remark 2. We were not able to make use of the theorem in Ref. [6]
because it requires the convergence of the expectation values of the
product of many evolved operators. This is impossible to demonstrate
in our model. On the contrary, our Theorem 4.1 requires the convergence
of the expectation values of the product of few evolved operators.
Appendix I
We use the notation and definition of [4]. Define the mean potential
energy of a set of simple trajectories as
i
J(ωί . . . ωn) = J J(ω1 ( t ) . . . ωn(f)} at .

We put:
J'fo)=

Σ

•/(&,• ••>&)
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where generally ώ is a composite trajectory (/(ώ) ^ 1) and ρ C η means
that ρ is a subset of simple trajectory contained in the composite ή.
Furthermore the notation J(ρl ... ρk) means:

where the subset ρ^ is the subset {ρn, ρ12 ... £ι k l } and all ρί; are simple.
Define :
l/(ω) = £ J'(η)
.

,

»7 C ω

one finds :
r

and
ρ^,y) = ί^,y(dω)^(ω).
Where ρ^ (ω) is defined by:
^(ω)=J_ J dωfe-βu(ωuω'}

(A.I.I)

^/l ω'C/l

Let ωx the first simple trajectory of ω (choosen in the lexicographic
order) and ω(1) the set of trajectories obtained by subtracting ωί from
ω, we have :
+

^

J'(η)

ωιeηcω

Σ
where

Py(ω,7)^

X
<DI ei C ω

Putting (A.I.2) in (A.I.I) we obtain the same integral equation of [4]
for QΛ with the following integral kernel :

= nΣ^ l {yι~ yn}U
Σ =η iΓKe-^-'-D
=l
lYl

if jy n ωx = </> and i; φ φ.
Let us introduce the Banach space <ίτ of all functions φ defined on set
of trajectories, which vanish on "overlapping" trajectories, such that:
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In such a space the integral equation becomes:
ρΛ = zχΛκ + zχΛe-βυ(ί)JfrρΛ
where
jf = E + F 4- G (see [4])
and
(e-" l " 1> φ)(ω) = e-''£'(1)<"Xω)
where
t/ (1) (ω)= Σ J'W
ωi eif C to

,

f*{ωι}

and

Z = e*",

μ=-J({x}).

The existence of infinite volume R.D.M. follows from the existence of
classical correlation functions ρ(ω) in the same limit. Putting

jtr = e-βϋ("j(r

we have
and

where

^

exp

| ((ί-2βτ\\K\\

||F||τgl.
And these estimates are valid under the following conditions:

(A.I.4)

2j8τ||jK||<l,
2βτ\\K\\ ei~2βκ< 1 , eλ<τ.
We have the existence of infinite volume R.D.M. for those values of z
and β for which |z| \ \ ^ f \ \ τ < \ . We have used the same norm as in Ref. [4]
in the case σ — 1. This is necessary in order to obtain the estimates (A. 1. 4),
which cannot be obtained for our Hamiltonian with σ < 1.
Furthermore our estimates are a refinement of the ones in Ref. [4].
In fact in order to avoid overlapping we have imposed explicitly the
condition n ^j — 1 for a trajectory of length j with n jumps. In this way
we obtain the inequality (2.4)
\ρ(X,Y)\^$\Pxγ(dω)\\ρ(ω)\

V

L

«( ω ι)+

n ω

( κ)
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where

ί-2βτK

e

1 2βτK

(l-e -

2βτ\\K\\)(ΐ-2βτ\\K\\)

and thus (2.4) putting:

Appendix II
Proof of Proposition 3.1.
By definition we have the following commutator:
lHA9a+(X)a'(Y) ] = £ £ K(x-y)a+

— ux a(Y)

xeΛ yeX

(A.II.l)
ye/1 x e F

+

Σ

I Σ

TCX

TcY

X

where X and 7 are bounded regions and — means the set X prived of the
point y.
On the linear space generated by the elements: a+(X)a~(Y\ define
the following operators:
A + a+ (X)a~(Y}=

Σ Σ K(ξ - x)α + f— uξ) a'(Y)
\X

ξeΛ xeX

ηeΛ >' e y
+

Wa

'
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where
£

W(X,S)=

J(SuT)

(A.II.3)

, SO] α

r

s,s
where :

', S) = -K(S - S')
=0

if S', S are points S n Z - φ S ' c Z

(A.II.4)

otherwise.

Putting:
W£\S,
S') =±W(Z, S)
z
=0

if

S = S', 5 φ φ
v,9 SnZ -vφ

(A π 5)

otherwise,

P1/Z(S, SO - W2υ(S, SO + W^2)(S, SO

(A.II.6)

one has:

S,S'

Finally putting:
3f+=Δ+ + υ+

^ =J j f + - j 4 f -

^~=Δ- + U-

one has for (A.II.l) and (A.II.8)
+

lHΛ,a (X)a~(Y)-]
+

+

= (j/ + @)a (X}a-(Y)
n

+

\HA9 a (X) a-(Y)T = (s4 + @) a (X) a~(Y)
with the following expansion:

(sf + ^)n

=Σ Σ

Σ

(A.II.8)
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We shall transform (A.II.9) into a more handable form.

T,T'

(A.II.10)
T,...Γ K r \ i = l

s,s

where:
= 2*-

Σ

Π lWXuTl...Tj_1(TJ,T»-WYίjTί...τ._ί(T;,Tj)

].

Γι ..r k r j = l
Γi
Γ^r
UtT^S
VlTί=S'

Further we describe the action of £/hr with the aid of certain coefficient

p

''β'
(A.II.ll)
x
where the summation on P, Q, P , β' verifies the required compatibility
conditions, i.e.

For the w th commutator, we write:

where the coefficients C("} depend on the quantities introduced in A.II.10
and 11. Now let Xί,Ϋl,X2,Ϋ2, be bounded regions contained in A

n>0

τ
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and, using the commutation rules and (2.4)
\ρ(a+(Xί)a-(Ϋ1)a

+

(X^a-(Y^a+(X2)a-(Ϋ2):

= Σ Σ
-uY2uF

Where in the second step:

Thus we have:

'^FH
. I_ ly-i

v~^

\t\

(A.Π.12)

U

Now we are able to give an estimate of the sums ^Γ |C*M)| through an
estimate of FKr(-) and Ehr( - ). We have :

UiTί=S'

• Π I^UT....^
j= l

=2" Σ

Σ

Where the last step is justified if we remember that the products are
zero if I ηi φ |T/| and that T, n Tf = ψ Vi,j. (The same for Γ.) On the basis
of(A.IL354,5,6),
S,S'

|F k (Z l5 Z 2 |S,S')|

'\ = \S'\=a

= [4v(|z| + α)]* 2".
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Where v = ||J|| + ||K|| and
is valid because:

J

J χ

a

Σ

Σ

Tj .

0 Φ P c Z u Γ i u . .u Tj- i

= Σ \ ( )\ = II ll

τhe first

inequality

\J(P^Tj)\^\\J\\σj(\Zl\+σl...σj^)

Finally for

one has, defining the coefficients Cfa ... α 2 ) through:

r« + iΊ

the following inequality:
C'( β l ...α P )S2 Σ
αi

l

2v

«

αr j = 1

Σ «.

4v(|AΊ+

^ Σ (4v)'
And thus:

Σ
k , > 0 , i = l ...r-1

\x\+Σ*ι

A(4V)'
kί

.kr

'
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ΠL+IΊ
L 2 J

l
g

,
1 — δe

for ξ<

. So the first part of Proposition 3.1 is proved.

The second part follows easily by the above estimates and by these
inequalities:

> V

L LV

PCT P'CS

Yu—rby

putting

Σ Σ

PCT P'CS

r

we have
but also
and hence
Finally we have

< y c("} y c
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Note added in proof. When this work was finished, we have received a private communication by E.B. Davies who has found a result very similar to our Theorem 4.1.
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